MAP SYMBOLS FOR NTS SHEETS 14D/3,4,5 AND 6 AND 24A/1 AND 8

CHURCHILL MAP SYMBOLS FOR NTS SHEETS 14D/3,4,5 AND 6 AND 24A/1 AND 8

The largest olivine gabbro dykes in the area, particularly those found on map sheets 14D/5 and 6.

First generation dykes:

Field data collected by Bruce Ryan, Louise Corrivieau, and Daniel Lee in 1986; compiled and interpreted by Bruce
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See map Note regarding dyke designations)...................................................................

Quartzofeldspathic gneisses of diverse origins

Fine-grained to very coarse-grained, dark-green- to brown- to white-weathering, biotite-bearing

Pyroxene-free, rocks, biotite appears to be the sole mafic mineral north of Khongnekh Lake, but both hornblende and...

Notes on the designation symbols for metre-scale mafic dykes

The largest olivine gabbro dykes in the area, particularly those found on map sheets 14D/5 and 6.

First generation dykes:

NOTES ON THE USE OF THE "AUGEN TEXTURE" OVERPRINT SYMBOL ON THE MAPS

This double-tick symbol designates narrow, fresh to slight altered, gabbro...